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Join us...
...for the MSPAC
2017 Annual Meeting
November 4, 2017
Sessions Woods State Park
Route 69, Burlington CT
Three guest speakers:
• Dr. Abby van den Berg, University of Vermont
• Ray Bonenberg, President, IMSI
• Diane Hirsh, UConn
Our maple syrup judging contest—see pages 7 & 8.
For the agenda and more details, please turn to page 3.

...and for the MSPAC
2018 Pre-Season Meeting
January 20, 2018
Lyman Memorial High School
Lebanon CT
Guest speakers:
• Brenda Noireux, Manchester NH
• David Butler, Leader Evaporator
Workshops to be announced.

Attendees at the 2017 Pre-Season Meeting. Ron Wenzel, past
president, helps with refreshments. More photos, page 4.
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MSPAC 2017 Annual Meeting

A Message from the President

S

o, I don’t know about you, but I want to forget the 2017
season. Suffice it to say, it was “below average” for most
of Connecticut sugar makers. February temperatures in
the high 60s and an extreme early March warm up contributed
to a less-than-desirable-season. The only constant was the
preparation and the cleanup,
which took just as much time
and effort as if it had been a
record-busting season. Ugh!!
Connecticut was not
alone as most of the southern tier of the maple belt,
like Ohio and Pennsylvania,
experienced a less-than-desirable season. In sharp contrast, maple producers north
of Connecticut generally had
a very good season. Vermont
and Quebec, for example,
made near record amounts of
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maple syrup. Even Massachusetts had a good year.
Well… let’s not lament the past but rather stay positive
and get ready for the 2018 season and hope that it brings a
record-breaking year for Connecticut sugar makers. We sure
need a good crop after two (both 2016 and 2017) less-thandesirable seasons.
To get the ball rolling, we can look forward to our
upcoming meetings. The MSPAC Annual Membership Meeting will be held on November 4th, 2017 at Sessions Woods
State Park in Burlington, CT. The meeting will start at 9
pm following coffee, donuts, and fruit at 8 am, with a light
lunch at noon, and will run until 4 pm. Following the annual
business meeting at 9 am, we will have three great guest
speakers. First, Dr. Abby van den Berg from the University of
Vermont, who will bring us up to date on what is brewing (or
maybe better “boiling”) at the Proctor Maple Research Center
at UVM, and then provide some advice on how small sugar
makers, as many of us are in Connecticut, can maximize both
the quantity and quality of the maple syrup we make. The
second speaker will be Ray Bonenberg, the current president
of The International Maple Syrup Institute and past president
of the Ontario Maple Syrup Producers Association. Ray will
discuss the new marketing plan for maple syrup, first on the
international level and then what Ontario is doing to sell
more of its syrup. Finally, Diane Hirsch from UConn will
help us better understand the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA) and how it will affect Connecticut sugar makers.
Several of us heard Diane’s presentation early this summer
and found it to be very informative about a subject that is still
not very well understood by farmers in general and maple
producers in particular.
The MSPAC Pre-season Meeting will be held on January 20, 2018 at Lyman Memorial High School in Lebanon,
CT. It also will start at 8 am with coffee, donuts, and fruit and
run until 3 pm, including a light lunch. As in the past we will
have specialized workshops, a list of which will be published
by October. One guest speaker will be Brenda Noiseux, who
will tell us how to “Cultivate a Web Presence.” I saw Brenda
speak on July 22nd at the New Hampshire Maple Syrup
Producers summer meeting this past July and found her to
be very informative and very well received by New Hampshire sugar makers as she explained how maple producers
can use the internet to increase awareness and sales of their
maple products. She is a “web geek,” but one who is down to
earth and relates well to sugar makers on a first-hand basis.
Indeed, she is from Manchester, NH and is currently running
for Alderman in that city. Oh yes, we will also have another
hands-on advice session with David Butler, from Leader
Evaporator. More will follow on the agenda for the preseason
meeting, most likely workshops like we had last year, as we
move closer to it happening.
So… that’s it for now. I look forward to seeing you on
November 4th at Sessions Woods.
—Mark Harran
President, MSPAC

November 4, 2017
Sessions Woods State Park, Burlington, CT

Making Maple Syrup
Is an Extreme Sport

An Antidote to Modern Living

8 am Registration, coffee, donuts and fruit
9 am Welcome, opening remarks and business meeting –
Mark Harran
- Treasurer’s report
- Audit report
- NAMSC/IMSI dues and Research Fund
- Membership & dues report
- Nomination and election of officers and directors
- Old and New Business
9:30 am Reports and announcements
- Sugar Houses Open to the Public
- DROP Report
- Website and cookbook reports
- ALB/EAB report
- Publicity report (Maple Digest, Maple News)
- Pre-season meeting details
- NAMSC and IMSI reports
10:30 am Adjourn Business Meeting and Break
11:00 am Guest speaker Dr. Abby van den Berg,
University of Vermont
12:30 am Light Lunch
1:45 pm Guest speaker Ray Bonenberg, President,
International Maple Syrup Institute
2:45 pm Guest speaker Diane Hirsch, UConn
4:00 pm Raffle
4:15 pm Adjournment
Sessions Woods WMA and Conservation Education Center is
located on Route 69, about three miles south of Route 4 in
Burlington and three miles north of Route 6 in Bristol.

Maple Syrup Judging Contest
Do you want to see how your syrup measures up against
that of other producers? See the rules and entry form on
pages 7–8 and bring some syrup to the annual meeting to be
judged. Winners will be announced at the end of the day.

Bill Farrell, Vice President
But First Let’s Be Honest About Poking Holes in Trees
Someone walks up to a group of meditating maple trees and stabs
one, hoping to see a watery solution trickle out. This is a very first
and necessary step on the annual journey of making maple syrup.
And if you don’t like the sound of this first step, just wait
because there are any number of steps along the way that might
give someone of good conscience a reason not to eat or make
maple syrup.
In fact, one could easily start wondering if the maple
syrup maker (“sugarmaker”) really loves her trees at all. She
often professes love for them but then if that’s true, why doesn’t
she propose eating more cane sugar or agave nectar or something like that. This would save her beloved maple trees from
injury and stress. Let the sugar cane plants suffer instead!
Even stealing honey in small amounts from bees seems
less injurious than knifing maple trees.
Sure enough, most commercial “sugarmakers” aren’t
satisfied with a single hole so they put two holes into the most
prosperous, longer-lived trees. And it’s not good enough that
sap flows freely from the trees based on the weather and internal
tree pressure, so many sugarmakers attach the tree to a vacuum
pump via pipelines. In effect, the tree will leak sap as if it’s in
the STRATOSPHERE! No, really. Some sugarmakers are so efficient it’s like they’ve launched their trees into outer space!
And if you didn’t think poking holes in trees is invasive
enough... sugar-makers use that most conventional means of
all—wood—to boil the sap into syrup cut up entire trees for
fuel! How can that be good?
Practicality and Survival First
But living life as a human means participating in the energy
equation. And that equation starts with understanding that you
need to consume first the calories that you burn. And before you
consume those calories you must acquire them efficiently. What
I’m saying is that we all need to make a living that satisfies at
least our basic needs.
And sugarmakers turn to the woodland and the trees to accontinued on page 11

Norman’s Sugar House

Dealer for

Richard and Avis Norman
(860) 974-1235
Fax (860) 974-0496
387 County Road
Woodstock, Connecticut 06281
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MSPAC Pre-Season Workshop Meeting
Lebanon, Connecticut, Lyman Memorial High School
January 21, 2017

The International
Maple Syrup Institute Report

Meeting Highlights

Introduction

Bob Dubos, MSPAC director, presented results from the maple
syrup contest held at annual meeting on November 5th, 2016.
The winners were Brett Hordorski first place, Paul Humphreys
second place, and John Langer third place. Judges for the competition were Bob and Pat Dubos and Wayne Palmer.
Business meeting started at 9:00. Mark Harran, association president, reported on maple as a sweetener. Treasurer’s
report was given by Buster Scranton, treasurer. John Langer
said that he reviewed 2016 financial records and found no
irregularities. Bob Dubos, membership committee chairman,
stated that as of that date the association has 148 paid members,
18 of those new members. A $675.00 budget was allocated for
Connecticut Ag Day with Bill Farrell as MSPAC’s delegate and
Charles Corey as a volunteered helper. Ron Wenzel, past president, reported that there are 40 paid advertisers on the SHOP
brochures with 10,000 printed and distributed throughout the
state. Insects: ALB are contained, but EAB are presenting problems so the entire state is quarantined on moving of firewood.
Also the gypsy moths are expected to wreak serious defoliation,
reported Will Holzer. Mark Harran reported on IMSI and Mike
Girard on NAMSC. Meeting adjourned at 10:30.
Featured speaker was Dave Butler from Leader Evaporator. He gave an informative presentation on maple production
with valuable information and tips to help out the small syrup
producers.
Workshops started after lunch. They were How to use
Hanna grading equipment, small producer reverse osmosis,
small producer vacuum, and map your sugarbush with a smartphone. There also was a roundtable discussion for producers
with 100 taps or fewer.

The Lebanon Regional Sugarhouse was open for tour. It
has been in operation since 2010 and is run by students in the ag
program. The students tap trees at a local farm and hang about
30 buckets. The sap is trucked back to the sugarhouse where it
is boiled on an 18" 5 60" wood-fired evaporator. In 2017, the
kids produced about 6 gallons of syrup.
Vendors present were Norman’s Sugarhouse, Lamothe’s
Sugarhouse, Bascom’s, Maple News, Next Generation Maple
Equipment and Bosworth Pumps. Steve Broderick checked
hydrometer calibrations.

IMSI Board of Directors Meeting
Sheraton Hotel, Ottawa, ON
August 2017

Dave Butler, Leader Evaporator, at the Pre-Season Meeting.

Supply, Demand and Pricing of Maple Syrup:

Mark Harran, President (left), at the Pre-Season Meeting

Red Squirrels Know, continued from back

Pre-Season Meeting, 2017

reached the bottom of one of the grooves. Maple sap was oozing out the groove and my red squirrel was lapping it up.
This was a grand day. I learned that a red squirrel knows
how to select and tap a maple tree to drink its sweet sap or to
slake its thirst. It was a new and wonderful revelation about red
squirrel behaviour.
Paul Leet Aird, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Forestry,
University of Toronto, Canada, and author of Loon Laughter:
Ecological Fables and Nature Tales.

GP For All Your Printing Needs
40” Multi-Color
Offset Printing

Geoff Picard, Director, serves lunch at the Pre-Season Meeting.

The IMSI Board of Directors held their quarterly meeting at
the Sheraton Hotel in Ottawa on August 18th. The meeting was
chaired by IMSI President Ray Bonenberg who welcomed the
attendees to Ottawa’s National capital. Some highlights from the
meeting included selection of an international promotional slogan for real maple products, preparations to launch the IMSI’s
Social Media Promotion and Marketing Campaign, helping address issues with the FDA Nutritional Facts Panel (including the
Added Sugar line Provision ) and the Health Canada Proposal
for Front-of-Package Labeling as well as facilitating and assisting work on development of an application for International
Codex Certification for Maple Syrup.
Formal minutes from the August 2017 IMSI Board of
Directors meeting will be available at a later date.

The Lebanon Regional Sugarhouse on tour at the Pre-Season
Meeting.

115 New Hartford Road
Barkhamsted, CT 06063
Fax 860.379.9714
sales@gouletprinting.com
www.gouletprinting.com

Graphic Design
Labels, Forms
Expert Mailing Services

Goulet
Printer y

860.379.0793

Production of maple syrup in 2017 was similar or higher than
the 2016 level in many jurisdictions. In Quebec, the 2017 production exceeded 2016 output by 4 million pounds.
Prices of retail maple syrup have remained stable but competition is strong, especially among packers/processors. Recent
company mergers suggest that there is a move to offset tight profit
margins with increased economies of scale. For example, over
the past year Great Northern Maple and Highland Sugarbush
were purchased by L B Maple Treat. More recently, L B Maple
Treat was purchased by Lantic Sugar to add a natural sugar line to
that company’s sugar products spectrum. Some expect this trend
towards mergers to continue into the foreseeable future.
There is growing concern regarding whether or not
increases in demand will be able to keep up with production increases over the next few years. This points out the importance
of continuing to develop new markets for maple syrup both in
North America and overseas and is supportive of the IMSI’s
efforts to help bolster promotion and marketing efforts. For
example, with the fast-paced lifestyle of young people, there is
ample opportunity to work towards full integration of real maple
into fast food offerings as well as restaurant menus.
Some of the main factors which could affect the North
American Maple industry going forward are the level of growth
in markets, supply versus demand, the Canada–US exchange
rate and trade agreements. Efforts directed to helping maintain a
reasonable balance between supply and demand will be especially important over the next few years.

Development of an International Slogan and
Messaging Themes for Maple Syrup:

The IMSI continued work on the development of an international slogan and the identification of messaging themes to be used
continued on the next page
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The International
Maple Syrup Institute Report
continued
in the promotion and marketing of maple syrup. The slogan is
intended for use as an overall brand in website, literature and
social media approaches.
The IMSI Slogan and Messaging Themes Task Team
identified five potential overarching slogans for the North
American maple syrup industry and solicited input on these
slogan options in a round of consultations in 2017. The IMSI
also requested input on suggested maple messaging themes,
which the IMSI and individual IMSI members should place
emphasis on in their promotion and marketing efforts in the
future. The results from these consultations are available from
the IMSI’s Executive Director upon request. At the meeting in
August, on the recommendation of the IMSI Task team, the
IMSI Board of Directors selected a final overarching international slogan for the Maple Syrup industry, which can be
adapted for different real maple products. The slogan is “ Real
Maple Syrup – A Natural and Nutritious Choice.”

IMSI Launches Social Media Campaign:

In May of 2016, the IMSI Board Directors voted to engage
social media to help advance objectives. Brad Gillilan from
Leader Evaporator is leading the IMSI’s Social Media Task team
that has IMSI membership representation from both Canada and
the United States. The IMSI’s Social Media Plans are consistent
with the Institute’s approved Marketing Implementation Plan
which is a very important reference. A planning document has
been prepared to guide the IMSI’s engagement in Social Media.
A detailed implementation plan outlining a set of guidelines
for launching messages strategically was also developed and
the IMSI media campaign was launched in September of
2017. Messaging themes will be altered monthly or bi-monthly
throughout the year. The intent is that consistent messaging
will be made available to IMSI members and others who have a
social media presence and following. September marks the start

of the IMSI’s new Social Media Promotion and Marketing Initiative
titled “Tapping Into the Passion for Maple.” A PowerPoint presentation (English version) highlighting efforts of the IMSI Social Media
Task Team is now available and will soon be posted on the IMSI’s
website www.internationalmaplesyrupinstitute.com with a quick link
from the site homepage. We encourage you to access and share the
PowerPoint with maple syrup producers, maple packers and others.
The IMSI has initiated a facebook page facebook.com/internationalmaplesyrupinstitute and has agreed to key themes for 3 month
periods which will be refreshed on an ongoing basis. For example for
the next 3 to 4 months, the messaging themes will be “ The Colours
of Maple” and “ Sharing Maple with Family and Friends.” This is
intended to take advantage of the upcoming fall colour season and
then the holiday Thanksgiving and Christmas periods. Weekly posts
on specific topics related to those themes will be posted. Maple associations, maple packers and others are encouraged to utilize the
material and themes as shared by the IMSI, but they are not required
to do so if they choose other approaches. Brad Gillilan will be the
IMSI’s keynote speaker describing the social media initiative at the
Annual meetings of the IMSI and the North American Maple Syrup
Council in Levis, Quebec on Monday, October 23rd. Please help us
raise awareness regarding this upcoming presentation.

IMSI Standardized Maple Grades and Nomenclature:
The state of Wisconsin approved regulatory amendments
aligned with the IMSI’s proposal for standardized grades and
nomenclature in 2017. Ontario is moving through a transition year
towards full implementation on January 1, 2018. The Federal governments in both Canada and the United States as well as all states
and provinces with maple grading regulations have now adopted
the new grade standard. While the new international grading and
classification standard has now been formally adopted in regulation, maple producers and packers/processors are strongly urged to
reference the federal and state /provincial regulations regarding the
very specific labelling requirements. For example, New York State
is currently requiring that the word “color” be included as part of
the label description within that state.

continued on page 16

Maple Syrup Contest
MAPLE SYRUP PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION OF CT

Contest Rules:
• All entries must be produced in the past year by the person entering the contest and become the
property of the Maple Syrup Producers Association of Connecticut.
• Maple syrup entries must be submitted in a pint size sealed plastic or glass syrup container and will be
placed by staff in coded glass containers without names for judging, and displayed during the meeting.
• All entries must be identified appropriately with sugarbush name, producer name, address and syrup
grade, by means of a sticker, tag or printing direct on the container.
• Only one entry per person per category will be accepted.
• Entries must be produced by MSPAC members from trees and cannot be blends.
• No points given for decorative containers, ribbons, etc.
• Judge participants may not participate in the contest.
• Syrup & Entry/Judging Form must be entered by 9:15 am at the Annual Meeting.

Judging Guidelines:
PURE MAPLE SYRUP – Enter one sealed plastic or glass pint size (16 oz.) container per grade category.
How Syrup Will Be Judged:
Entries will be evaluated for proper density, clarity, flavor, and color according to the following standards:
• Density – Should be greater than or equal to 66.0 °Bx and less than or equal to 68.9 °Bx and will be
determined by judges using a refractometer.
• Clarity – Should be clean and clear with no visible impurities (cloudy, sugar sand, etc.).
• Flavor – Should be free of off-flavors and representative of grade category entered (e.g., a light
syrup should taste appropriately for the light category, not like a medium).
• Color – Must conform to color grade as determined by the judges using a spectrophotometer.
Entries may be disqualified at the judges’ discretion regarding extreme off flavors, mold, or visual impurities.

Award Categories:
Maple Judging Classes
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Blue Ribbon – 75–100..............Excellent
Red Ribbon – 65–74................. Good
White Ribbon – Below 65........ Fair
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Maple Syrup Contest
ENTRY FORM & JUDGING SCORE SHEET
MAPLE SYRUP PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION OF CT
One (1) pint pure maple syrup is required per entry. Must be in a plastic or glass, sealed container

Entry number______
Maple Syrup Grade A (Check one):

Golden w/ Delicate Taste

Amber w/ Rich Taste

Dark w/ Robust Taste

Density – Highest Score: 20 points
Score
66.0 – 66.9 °Brix.................................................................................. 20
67.0 – 68.9 °Brix.................................................................................. 10
69.0 + °Brix............................................................................................ 5
*Below 66.0 °Brix................................................................................... 0
_______ Density
Clarity – Highest Score: 15 points
Crystal clear and clean........................................................................ 15
Slightly cloudy and practically clean...................................................... 5
**Very Cloudy......................................................................................... 0
_______ Clarity
Flavor – Highest Score: 50 points
Good characteristic maple flavor......................................................... 50
Successive shortcomings will take off 5 points
45
per shortcoming – such as caramelization,
40
mold flavor, mustiness, astringency, etc.
35
**Unacceptable strong off-flavors, such as buddiness.......................... 0
_______ Flavor
Color – Highest Score: 15 points
Graded as color designated on grade sticker or lighter....................... 15
Not correctly graded as color designated.............................................. 5
***Darker than Grade A Dark with Robust Taste.................................... 0
_______ Color
*Disqualifies entry as “Maple Syrup”
**Disqualifies entry as Grade A Golden, Amber or Dark
***Disqualifies entry as Grade A Golden, Amber or Dark

Total Score _______

Judges’ Comments: Please list on the back of this sheet any comments
that you think may help the producer improve his/her maple syrup.
Entry Number__________

Maple Judging Classes
Blue Ribbon – 75–100.................. Excellent
Red Ribbon – 65–74.................... Good
White Ribbon – Below 65............. Fair

Date_____________

Name_________________________________________________________________________________________
Sugar Bush Name_______________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number______________________________________________________________________________
8
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NAMSC
2016 Annual Meeting Report
Report to MSPAC 11-5-16 Annual
Meeting, by Michael Girard, NAMSC
Executive Director
The 57th Annual Meeting of the North
American Maple Syrup Council was
held in Burlington, Vermont on October
26th to 28th. The combined conference of
the NAMSC & the IMSI was hosted by
the Vermont Maple Sugar Makers Association. Approximately 300 people from
US & Canada attended and 17 member
states and provinces were represented.
There was also a large equipment trade
show and 18 Technical Sessions on topics
including the “Effect of Climate Change
on the Maple Industry,” “3/16" tubing
research,” “Creating & Implementation
of a Maple Marketing Plan,” and much
more. The NAMSC Committee reports
were also part of their full agenda.
Educational efforts are in the planning stages for next year and the Council
has allocated $20,000.00 of its 2017
budget to develop and initiate education
in several media formats for maple syrup
producers. Education would include
topics on syrup & sap production, maple
product quality, forestry management and
other topics that would benefit both large
and small maple producers.
The Maple Syrup Digest continues
to improve in size, circulation and content. Winton Pitcoff is doing a great job
as editor and is open to receiving articles,
advertising, classified ads and other maple
related information or photos to enhance
the Maple Digest which is the official
quarterly Newsletter of the NAMSC.
The NAMSC Research Fund
Committee reviewed the Council approved a total of $42,019 to fund the
following three research proposals:
1. Exotic, Invasive Earthworms:
A Clear and Present Danger to
Regeneration in our Northeastern
Sugarbushes – Proposed by Bruce
Parker and Margaret Skinner, Univ.
of VT, Plant and Soil Science –
Funded $16,339.
2. Effect of Chemical descaling of

evaporator back pans during the
season on properties of maple
syrup – Proposed by Fadi Ali, ing,
Ph.D., Centre Acer, Quebec –
NAMSC Funded: $10,680.
3. Modeling the Freeze – thaw process
in maple sap exudation: validation
and optimization studies – Proposed
by John Stockie, Simon Frasier
University, Burnaby, BC – Funded
$15,000.
Funding this research is made possible through contributors made to the
penny per container program - either by
individual contributors or through our
Research Alliance Partnerships.
North American Maple Producers Manual – Dr. Tim Perkins, UVM reported that the manual is in the process of
being updated. There are several sections
that are being brought up to date and one
section being added. The work is being
done by volunteers and has experienced
some delays. Dr. Gary Graham of Ohio
State University has been selected to be
the conduit between the editors and Ohio
State University. Dr. Perkins is taking the
lead on this updated edition of the manual
with the estimated completion date expected to be fall 2018.
The NAMSC and IMSI continue
to work together on special projects
such as “March as International Maple
Syrup Month.” The Council also reviewed & approved two IMSI-generated
documents at the conference;
1. The IMSI Market Strategy Implementation Plan - a long term marketing Strategy developed by the IMSI
that was presented to the Council in
Pennsylvania. This is the implementation part of the marketing plan.
2. The North American Maple Contest
Guidelines – This is a 28-page guidebook authored by Dave Chapeskie on
judging maple syrup and confections.
It is intended to be a voluntary guide
which could help establish and standardize judging practices at the state
and provincial level.
The North American Maple Syrup Council and the American Maple
Museum have partnered on a new project

at the museum in Croghan, NY. The
project is a result of ongoing discussions
with the museum Executive Director
Christine Colon and their board of directors on relocating the Maple Hall of Fame
Exhibit from the basement of the museum
to a 22' 5 30' room on the second floor
of the museum. The Museum, requested
$10,000 from the NAMSC in the form
of a proposal which was presented to the
Council for consideration. The proposal
outlined use of funds in renovating the
room and any remaining funds will be
used in the upgrade of the exhibits in the
room. The completely renovated room
would be named the “North American
Maple Syrup Council Room.”
The NAMSC Delegates reviewed
and voted unanimously to approve
that the contributions for the project be
$5,000 from the Richard G. Haas Fund
and $5,000 from the Elmer Kress Fund.
In continued discussion at the meeting the
Delegates made a motion that the Council
contribute up to an additional $5,000
from the Willits Fund. These funds would
be specifically for audio/visual equipment
for the NAMSC Room funded with the
advance approval of the NAMSC Executive Committee. The contributors to the
room renovations and new exhibits would
be acknowledged in the form of names
on a plaque and possibly a small historic
display in recognition of Elmer Kress
(Kress Jug), and Richard Haas (Sugarhill
Containers). The renovations are expected to be complete for the opening of the
museum the second weekend in May.
Annual Banquet was held and the
NAMSC presented two well deserved
awards:
1. A Special Recognition Award –
David Hamilton, Past President
and Sugarmaker from New Castle,
Indiana. Dave and his family operate
the Rutherford Sugar Camp which
has been in operation since 1911.
2. Richard G Haas Award was
presented to Kathryn Hopkins,
Extension Specialist and Research
Professional. Kathy has been with
the University of Maine Extension
in a variety of capacities since 1993.
She is a longtime associate member
of the NAMSC, author of educational material, one of the creators of the
Maple Grading School and conducts
continued on page 14
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Sap Happens Farm Grows with FSA Youth Loan

2017 NAMSC & IMSI Annual Meetings
Levis Quebec, Canada

By Dawn Pindell, Connecticut FSA Outreach Specialist, and
Dana Rogge, FSA Public Affairs Specialist
In 2013, on a drive to the local farm supply store, 16-year-old
Orion Newall-Vuillemot’s mother posed a question to him –
“Why don’t we boil our own syrup?” That sparked his interest
and inspired the creation of Sap Happens Farm.
The Woodstock, Connecticut youth started with five
buckets, collecting sap and processing it on his parents’ kitchen
stove. When looking to expand his business, Newall-Vuillemot
learned about USDA Farm Service Agency’s (FSA) Youth Loan
Program. FSA Youth Loans provide young people, ages 10 to
20, financing to start and expand income-producing projects.
Newall-Vuillemot received a $5,000 loan to purchase a maple
syrup evaporator to help increase production.
FSA Youth Loans are available up to $5,000 for projects
connected with participation in 4-H, FFA, a tribal youth group,
or similar agricultural youth organization. The project being
financed with an FSA Youth Loan needs to provide an opportunity for the young person to acquire experience and education in
agriculture-related skills.
Making maple syrup is a year-round commitment.
Newall-Vuillemot begins the process by cutting seven cords of
wood in the fall. In the winter, he taps the trees then collects
and hauls the sap to the sugar house. There, Newall-Vuillemot
boils the sap down and uses a recently purchased finishing unit
to complete the bottling process.
“You have to put your mind to it and make it happen,”
Newall-Vuillemot said.
Ron Clark, farm loan manager for Connecticut FSA, assisted Newall-Vuillemot on his youth loan application. Clark
said working with Newall-Vuillemot was an uplifting experience for him and his staff.
“It was nice to see how interested and determined he was to
pursue producing maple syrup for sale,” Clark said. “Orion was
well-organized, passionate and motivated to succeed. He sought
advice and was able to develop it into a small scale business.”
Today, Newall-Vuillemot has 350 taps from which he
collects 1,500 gallons of sap. The collected sap is filtered three
times, netting 30 gallons of syrup. He taps trees on his family’s
three acres and also at nine other locations. Newall-Vuillemot
shows his appreciation to the tree owners by giving them maple
syrup.
Newall-Vuillemot found a mentor in Glenn Boies, also
of Woodstock. Boies, a fellow maple syrup producer, loaned
Newall-Vuillemot equipment as he got started in syrup production. Boies, along with other local maple producers, have taken
the time to advise Newall-Vuillemot on all aspects of syrup
production.
“A lot of people in the area who do maple syrup have
been very supportive of Orion by lending him equipment and
supporting the project,” said Jane Newall, Orion’s mother. “We
are thankful for their community spirit and their willingness to
pass on the knowledge and experience they have to help Orion
keep the tradition of producing maple syrup going.”
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MSPAC members are invited to attend the

Today, Orion has 350 taps from which he collects 1,500 gallons
of sap. The collected sap is filtered three times, netting 30
gallons of syrup.
Sap Happens Farm maple syrup is sold at local stores in
Woodstock. Newall-Vuillemot also sells the syrup to his high
school, Woodstock Academy, where some students are trying
maple syrup for the first time. The use of his syrup on the school
menu has expanded his sales to others.
Sap Happens Farm maple syrup won first place at the
Woodstock Fair in 2015 and 2016. After he graduates from high
school, he plans to continue tapping trees while he attends community college.
Through his experience, Newall-Vuillemot encourages
other young entrepreneurs.
“You learn so much from the experience. Producing
maple syrup has also taught me to be prepared to deal with unexpected situations,” Newall-Vuillemot said. “You can choose
to raise a calf, start a greenhouse or other agriculture venture. At
least try something and challenge yourself to do your best.”
For more information, contact your local FSA office or
visit www.fsa.usda.gov.

NAMSC 2016 Annual Meeting Report,
continued

research on maple sap, sap and syrup production and has actively participated in maple research funded by the Council.
NAMSC Hall of Fame Report: Richard Norman, Chair
of the Hall of Fame Committee reported on next year’s Hall of
Fame recipients which are Tom McCrumm of Ashfield, MA and
John Henderson, from Ontario.
NAMSC Elections were held and the officers for the
coming year are President - Dr. Eric Randall (NY), Vice Pres. –
David Briggs (NB), Sec. / Treas. – Joe Polak (WI), and Immediate Past Pres. – Dave Hamilton (IN)
Committee Member Appointments were also made
for Strategic Planning Committee, Research Fund Committee,
Maple Hall of Fame Committee, Communication and Educa-

annual meetings of the North American Maple Syrup Council
and the International Maple Syrup Institute to be held at the
Four Points Sheraton Hotel and Levis Convention Center on
October 22nd to 25th in Levis, Quebec.
In addition
to the informative
annual meetings
of the North
American Maple
Syrup Council
and the International Maple
Syrup Institute,
there will be
educational
workshops
on marketing,
research and
other technical
presentations
from the experts
from the US
and Canada.
An
all-day tour

tion Committee. Mike Girard was reappointed as Executive
Director and Winton Pitcoff will continue as Editor of the
Maple Syrup Digest.
In 2017 we will meet in Quebec! The Citadelle Maple
Syrup Producers’ Cooperative will host the 2017 Annual Conference in Lévis, Quebec at the Four Points Sheraton Convention Centre. Lévis is a city in eastern Quebec located on the
south shore of the St. Lawrence River, opposite Quebec City.
The last time we met in Quebec was in year 2005 which was
very well attended. Quebec City is a great place to visit. Mark
your calendars for October 23rd to 25th.

Making Maple Syrup is an Extreme Sport
continued

quire their “calories” so as to make a living. As owners of small
farms, as many of them are, they understand that they can’t
make a living if they aren’t efficient—even if that means putting
their trees in deep space. Yes, in that commercial way maple is
like so many other industries.
A Shining Example of Sustainable Agriculture
But in maple syrup’s defense I would argue that its efficiency,

is planned for Tuesday and will visit a variety of Quebec’s
sugaring operations, a Maritime museum, cranberry fields and
much more. There will also be companion tours during the
business meeting days for spouses who would prefer not to
attend the formal meetings.The NAMSC & IMSI will host a
combined banquet on Wednesday evening with award recognitions to individuals and presentations for maple syrup and
confections competitions.
This annual convention offers a great trade show and
the opportunity to learn from the experts, fellow syrup producers and equipment providers on what’s new in industry
technology and what practices are used today to help ensure
the best quality and quantity from your maple operation.
For more program information, details and registration
forms please visit www.northamericanmaple.org or
www.internationalmaplesyrupinstitute.com
You can also go directly to the registration forms online
at https://citadelle.typeform.com/to/aZlsq4
The Citadelle Maple Producers Cooperative are hosting
this year’s convention and promise an informative, educational and most enjoyable visit to the Province of Quebec.
Looking forward to seeing a good delegation from Connecticut in Quebec!
Mike Girard, Executive Director
North American Maple Syrup Council
by and large, has not hurt the forests or the soils or impaired the
quality of the finished product. Maple offers a shining example
of perennial agriculture at its best with few of cultivation’s dangers (which can include soil erosion and compaction, chemical
fertilization and salts, aquifer depletion, and more). So if you
want to make food choices that respect earth’s soils, shift your
diet toward plenty of maple syrup on a bowl of fruit (perennials) and away from vegetables (cultivated annuals). You can
probably tell I am not a nutritionist.
But all farms have differences in scale and scope—and
care—so it’s impossible to lump them together. Supposedly
that’s why we turn to National Organic Certification and other
programs where farmers pledge to follow high standards of
care. For the most part, following organic practices helps
ensure that the trees, woodland and annual production maintain
their splendor. But many maple producers and consumers alike
don’t believe certified organic methods offer enough benefit
over conventional to justify the added expense. I disagree and
will save the debate for another day.
Maple Production as an Extreme Sport
Regardless of how the woodland is tended and the maple syrup
continued on page 15
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2016 MSPAC Annual Meeting
The meeting was held at Wamogo High
School in Litchfield, Connecticut on
November 5th, 2016. Tim Wilmot was
the guest speaker. He is recently retired
from the University of Vermont and
now working as a researcher for D & G
Evaporator Company.
Tim started by talking about
factors that affect a sugar bush. Soil
quality, invasive plants and earthworms
all play a part. He went on about how to
select a good site. Maple trees require
soil rich with calcium. Among others,
Jack-in-the-pulpit and white trillium are
all plants that grow well in soil good for
maple trees. Tapping hole size and the
effect it has on the trees and the pros and
cons of buckets versus tubing was next
talked about. Tim then went on about
the importance of the red maple tree for
sugaring, stating that it is a hardier tree
than hard maple. The red maple is more
resistant to insects and will thrive in less
fertile soil than hard maple. Tim’s last
discussion was on a study done on tubing, 3/16" versus 5/16".
The business meeting was called
to order at 11:30 by Mark Harran,
MSPAC president. Buster Scranton,
treasurer, reported on the association’s
financial status. Bob Dubos, then vice
president, stated that there are 10 lifetime members and 14 new members that
joined at this meeting.
The following slate of officers
and directors was proposed by Wayne
Palmer, chair of nominations, and was
approved by the members.

A little help
from our friends
September 2017
r,
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John Langer of Litchfield at the Annual Meeting.
Officers slated:
President, Mark Harran; vice
president, Bill Farrell; treasurer,
Oliver “Buster” Scranton; and
secretary, Mike Smith.
Directors slated:
Mike Girard, west; Chris Graves,
west; Bob Dubos, east; and
Matt Wilkinson, west.

Agriculture.
The business meeting ended at
around 12:30; chili and chowder were
served for lunch. Three workshops
started at 1:30.
continued on page 16
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For quite a few years now, we have received a royalty
check from Hillside Plastics (Sugar Hill Containers), based
upon how many MSPAC jugs are sold to our members
during the year. These attractive, multi-color jugs are
available only to MSPAC members, and they feature the
XL90 coating to enhance shelf life. This year the royalty
was $420.30, one of our lower years. This source of funds
helps to keep our dues low by several dollars per member
per year.
Also, Hillside and other container manufactures
participate in the optional penny per container program, with this voluntary assessment going directly to
maple research. Think about how maple production has
changed in the past few years (RO, increased energy
efficiency, vacuum systems, 3/16" tubing, and many
other advances), and realize that research dollars have
played a significant role in changing sugaring for the
better.
To place advertising in the next issue of
Drop in the Bucket, call the editor, Rick
Goulet, at 860-379-0793 (daytime) or
860-307-6793.

Mike Smith volunteered to represent MSPAC at the Northeast Organic
Farming Association two-day conference in Danbury.
Rob Lamothe mentioned that
anyone interested in applying for a Transition Grant they should contact Jamie
Smith at the Connecticut Department of

Ron Wenzel, past President, at the
Annual Meeting.

Mark Harran, President, at the Annual Meeting.
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Kay Carroll, Director, and Chuck Drake,
past Secretary, at the Annual Meeting.
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Ag Day 2017
On March 17th, 2017 members of the CT executive and legislative branches spoke with representatives of the Agricultural
Community whose booths were decked out with a wide range of
marketing gizmology. On display were large banners and posters to pamphlets and giveaway soccer squish balls that proved
extremely popular. Attendees could enjoy food items from ice
cream to eggs—getting a real taste of Connecticut agriculture!
But beneath the fanfare was a palpable sense of unease
concerning ever-larger State budget deficits. Just to summarize:
1) CT Farm Bureau continues to lead a charge to protect farmrelated programs from budget cuts; and 2) Governor Malloy
remains steadfast in his commitment to maintain a stand-alone
Department of Agriculture and not combine it with the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection. The outcome
of the Connecticut budget crisis is meaningful to many of the
largest farms in the State. And if the Department of Agriculture
is merged, the loss of support will likely impact medium-sized
and smaller farms.
MSPAC was represented at this year’s Ag Day by Charles,
Mynnde, and Tabitha Corey (who are among Chuck Drake’s
faithful volunteers at Northwest Park in Windsor, CT), and Bill
Farrell of Fat Stone Farm in Lyme, CT. Norman’s Sugar House
and Leader Evaporator provided 250 glass maple leaf bottles.
With the financial support of MSPAC, Rick Hartenstein of
Hydeville Sugar Shack bottled maple syrup for every legislator’s
“goodie” bag. Thanks, everyone!

MSPAC Treasurer’s Report
as of 9/14/2017

Income:
Dues...................................................................... $4620.00
SHOP ads................................................................ 1400.00
CT table.................................................................... 231.00
Cookbook.................................................................. 100.00
Drop in the Bucket ads............................................. 700.00
Sugar Hill royalty...................................................... 420.30
Food at meetings........................................................ 501.00

Income total:........................................................... $7972.30
Expenses:
NAMSC dues (2 yrs.).............................................. 1308.00
NAMSC research Fund............................................. 200.00
CT incorp. Fee............................................................ 50.00
Printing.................................................................... 1291.57
CT sales tax................................................................ 66.00
Meeting exp. (incl. Director’s mtg.)....................... 1267.54
IMSI dues (2 years).................................................. 400.00
Postage....................................................................... 112.79
SHOP brochures...................................................... 1471.88
Ag Day expense........................................................ 575.00
Domain registration................................................... 326.08
Maple Digest............................................................. 624.00
Liability insurance..................................................... 523.00
Cookbook (final)..................................................... 1504.00

Expense total:..................................................... $9719.86
Balance Oct.1, 2016.................................... $4263.06
Income:...................................................... + 7972.30
Expense:...................................................... -9719.86
Balance 9/14/2017...................................... $2515.50
Making Maple Syrup is an Extreme Sport,
continued

Mynnde and Tabitha Corey, with Department of Agriculture
Commissioner Steven Reviczky. Also pictured in the background
is Jeff Cordulack, Executive Director, CT NOFA.
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made, small-scale syrup production calls upon an awesome array
of human capacities to make the season as productive as mother
nature will allow. Maple is best characterized as an extreme sport.
What makes some sports “extreme” is that they are not
undertaken in a controlled environment like a playing field and
these “extreme” sports involve some extra risk of serious bodily
harm if things mess up. Often overlooked is a third factor—insanity—that makes a sport or its sportsmen or -women “extreme.”
Agree with me that harvesting water (sap) and making
food (syrup) in the middle of the forest during February is not
a controlled environment. It’s tough to stereotype sugarmakers
because every operation has its uniqueness, but Murphy’s Law
is always operational because the playing field is a hillside or
mountainside covered in trees and snow!
Wind storms, prolonged warm ups, squirrel chews, frozen
continued on page 18
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2016 MSPAC Annual Meeting, continued
Bill Farrell, MSPAC Vice President, writes that Steve
Miles, representing Nationwide Insurance, gave an interactive workshop about insuring an operation properly against
the property and liability risks involved with farming. Steve is
no ordinary insurance agent, having held corporate jobs with
Nationwide including Senior Vice President of Marketing. The
presentation offered sugar-makers an understanding of what
insurers typically cover and where there are often gaps in coverage and 'surprise' exposure. Fellow sugar-makers contributed
some “nightmare” insurance stories to the discussion. Steven
T. Miles, President, Doyle, Miles & Sokol Insurance, Inc., 907
Bantam Road, Bantam, CT. Tel: 860-567-8509.
Chris Graves reports that Bret Hodorski delivered a great
presentation on how to make your own small-scale reverse osmosis unit for a few hundred dollars using the type of filters you
would use for a residential RO system. For those of you who
missed the presentation, you are still in luck. Bret has posted all
the instructions and everything you need to know at https://sites.
google.com/site/mattatuckmadnessmaplesyrup/home .
Bret also spoke
about his boiling rig.
It’s fantastic! It’s everything we all love about
maple sugaring before
it got real complicated
and real expensive.
Bret has it dialed in.
While he is at work his
RO is concentrating his
sap on autopilot. If he
gets home and he’s tired he puts a few buckets of concentrate
in the freezer for when he wants to boil. When he decides to
boil he pushes his evaporator on wheels out of the garage, the
neighbors set up the lawn chairs and he fires it up. It’s even got
a fully enclosed hood on it in case of rain. One of the coolest
things is his syrup won first prize in our association’s syrup contest last year. That’s high praise because our association makes
some tasty syrup.
We were also very fortunate to have one of the rockstars
of the maple world, Tim Wilmot, who recently retired from
University of Vermont where he conducted all types of maple
research for 29 years. One of the many things he researched
and developed was the unconventional use of 3/16" tubing for
generating natural vacuum to gather sap. Over the past five
years this has proven to be a very effective and popular method.
We were lucky to have Tim give a hands-on presentation to a
small group of CT sugarmakers after his general presentation.
His methods have increased yields for countless small producers. He may have retired from UVM but his experiments
and development go on. He is now a researcher for Dominion
Grimm where he continues to make improvements to the 3/16"
method.
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The International
Maple Syrup Institute Report
continued
In general, adoption and implementation of the new grade
standard for maple syrup has been smooth and feedback to the
IMSI has been very positive. A few concerns have been expressed
regarding very specific provisions in individual regulations.

Codex Application for Maple Syrup

Codex Alimentarius is an international certification program
for food products which are sold in markets around the world.
It provides a definition for various food products and outlines
food quality and safety assurance standards which are the accepted norm for a variety of different food products. This will
help protect consumers’ health and ensure fair practices in food
trade. Key provisions included under Codex are food hygiene,
maximum residue limits for pesticides, food additive provisions
and guidelines on food labelling. Codex relies on joint FAO/
WHO scientific advice to establish food standard.
Codex registration should help the maple industry gain
protection from fake maple syrup and the use of false ingredients . A Codex certification for maple syrup would also help
raise awareness regarding the definition of pure maple syrup
and quality assurance standards among government officials in
global markets. Over time, it would also help elevate awareness
regarding the uniqueness of maple syrup among consumers
around the globe and help position the maple industry for market expansion in North American as well as overseas markets.
It should help position the maple syrup industry for growth in
sales outside of continental North America.
Now that there is a standardized North American grading
and classification system in regulations for maple syrup, it is
serving as a very important building block for the maple industry’s Codex application. The IMSI in collaboration with the
Federation of Maple Syrup Producers in Quebec will be applying to the international body responsible for Codex applications
to obtain Codex certification for maple syrup. The Federation of
Maple Syrup Producers in Quebec is serving as the lead IMSI
member in developing the application with input from the IMSI
Board of Directors as required.
The Federation is also serving as primary liaison with the
Canadian government on this file. The Canadian government is
very supportive of a Codex application from the maple industry
and is willing to help stick handle the application. The FDA and
USDA have also been made aware of the Codex inititive and their
input is being sought in advance of filing the application. Representatives of the Canadian government presented on Codex at the
IMSI’s Board of Directors meeting in August 2017 in Ottawa. The
representative from Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada advised the
group that it may take from 3 to 8 years for a decision to be rendered on the Codex application since it requires a multi-country
concensus which takes time. The Federation has prepared two
supporting documents for the Codex application for maple syrup
which were presented by Simon Trepanier of the Federation at the
IMSI Board meeting on Friday, May 12th in Croghan, NY. These
documents have been distributed to the IMSI’s Board of Directors

for comment. A copy of the Codex Application documents can be obtained from the
IMSI’s Executive Director upon request.

Maple Water Labelling Recommendations and Related Research

In 2015, an IMSI Maple Sap Water Committee chaired by Lyle Merle developed
labeling recommendations for maple sap
water products in consultation with maple
sap water companies. These recommendations were distributed to government regulatory authorities in both Canada and the
United States following their approval by
the IMSI Board of Directors. In December
2016, the FDA responded formally to the
IMSI’s recommendations. FDA interpretations do not align well with the IMSI’s
recommendations. Consequently, the IMSI
will be applying formally to FDA seeking
amendments which are in alignment with
the IMSI’s position. Before a formal application is put forward to FDA, the IMSI
will conduct another round of consultations with IMSI members and representatives of the maple sap water industry.
The IMSI has also been active in
working in an attempt to facilitate attempts
by maple researchers from Centre Acer
and the University of Rhode Island to
secure financing for developing a standard
of identity for maple sap.
Findings from this research would
be very helpful in advancing the development and expansion of the maple sap
water industry in North America.

Working to Harmonize
Nutritional Information on
Maple Syrup Product Labels

In 2016, concern was expressed that current nutritional labelling of maple syrup
is quite variable and that it would be very
advantageous to develop harmonized
labeling specifications that are ready for
the roll out of new FDA labelling requirements. Harmonization would set one
standard for industry application in the
United States, removing inconsistencies
and some confusion, which is associated
with existing labels. The IMSI has been
facilitating follow-up with Maple Quality
Assurance Specialists employed by Maple
Packers and Maple Researchers from both
Canada and the United States with the aim
of coming up with standardized nutritional
label specifications for maple syrup and

maple sugar. Draft generic nutritional facts
panel label provisions for maple syrup
and maple sugar have now been developed
by the maple industries’ quality assurance specialists with input from maple
researchers at UVM, Proctor and Centre
Acer. Some details are still being worked
on, such as attempts to align the serving
size for maple syrup. Consultations with
the federal governments in both the United
States and Canada also are continuing.

Working to Address the
Added Sugar Issue with FDA and
Health Canada Front-of-Package
Labeling

US – FDA :
The IMSI has also been in ongoing liaison
with the FDA regarding the “Added Sugar”
line requirement on the new FDA Nutritional Facts Panel (NFP). Since FDA was
unreceptive to providing an exemption for
maple syrup to the added sugar requirement, a Task Team led by Emma Marvin
of Butternut Mountain Farm developed
options designed to explain to consumers
what Added Sugar means (ie. added to diet)
in case we cannot achieve an exemption to
the requirement from FDA. More recently
the IMSI formally requested a 5-year delay
for the FDA NFP compliance dates. Subsequently FDA announced that there would
be an extension and that details would be
announced in the public Register at a later
date. In August of 2017 the IMSI developed
a formal position statement on the FDA’s
Added Sugar requirement, which is available from the IMSI’s Executive Director
upon request. At the same time, the IMSI
formally advised FDA of the industry position and urged them to announce the length
of the NFP extension as soon as possible
so that producers, processors/packers and
buyers of maple syrup understand and can
plan for FDA’s NFP labelling compliance
requirements.
Canada - Health Canada:
Health Canada is proposing to put the
equivalent of warning labels on the Front
of Package (FOP) for all products that have
above the daily value (DV) of sugar that
humans should consume for a healthy diet.
It is unlikely that the Canadian Federal
government will move away from asserting
that sugar is in maple syrup…we all know
the % it contains. What is most troublesome

is the method proposed. Health Canada
(HC) was proposing, in earlier consultations, to put a warning stop sign on the
FOP exclaiming the dangers of eating the
product…something like cigarette packages
and bleach. The IMSI, the Maple Industry
Council (CIE)and the Canadian Industry
Advisory Group (CDN Round Table), have
been active in attempts to convince the Canadian government to modify this proposed
approach to labelling. The government has
made aware of our maple industry position
and concern regarding maple misrepresentation in the marketplace.

Quality Assurance of
Maple Products

IMSI and IMSI members are continually working to help maintain the highest
of quality standards in the production of
maple syrup and other maple products.
In 2016/17, quality assurance was a focal
point for discussion ensuring ways to
enhance current efforts and reach more
maple producers with quality assurance
awareness and training appropriate to
their needs. It was agreed that enhanced
awareness and education among producers
continues to be very important.
The IMSI-sponsored grading school
and quality assurance training offered by
Centre Acer continue to be essential in
helping maintain high quality assurance
standards. In addition to these excellent
training venues, state and provincial associations are encouraged to offer quality assurance workshops tailored to their specific
needs. Those who have attended the IMSI
sponsored grading school in the past, are
encouraged to share their knowledge with
their peers at the state/provincial level.
The organizers of the IMSI-sponsored grading school are also exploring
opportunities to engage other educators
in quality assurance training, including
training related to the classification and
grading of maple syrup.
Information about the IMSI-sponsored Grading School including confirmed
School offerings and Registration details
can be accessed on the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension website https://extension.umaine.edu/maple-grading-school/

North American Maple Contest
Guidelines

The IMSI has worked cooperatively with
continued on page 18
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The International Maple
Syrup Institute Report
continued
maple educators in Canada and the United
States as well as the North American Maple
Syrup Council to prepare and finalize contest guidelines for use by judges at the various contests in both Canada and the United
States. In particular, there was a need to
ensure that the contest rules were aligned
with the new international classification and
grading system for maple syrup. The maple
contest and judging guidelines approved
by the IMSI and NAMSC (May 2016) are
increasingly being applied in the different
states and provinces. A copy of the new
North American Maple Judging Guidelines
can be found at www.internationalmaplesyrupinstitute.com For further information
contact the IMSI’s Executive Director at
agrofor@ripnet.com

Making Maple Syrup is an Extreme Sport, continued
pumps and valves—the perils to the business are too numerous to list, seriously.
And the perils to the farmer are plenty, too.
By day the dutiful producer hikes hills or
mountains often in deep snow and/or bitter
cold checking pipelines and then stays up
all night boiling maple without burning
the sugarhouse down. Leak-checking by
day and boiling at night might not let up
for weeks during an eight-week season
and this uncertainty demands even more
mental stamina. And it’s the troubleshooting of valves and pumps and equipment of

IMSI President’s Award

The IMSI’s Board of Directors was unanimous in supporting the creation of a new,
annual award called the IMSI President’s
Award. This Award is designed to recognize the ongoing contributions of individuals and groups who have made or are
currently making a significant contribution
to helping advance one or more IMSI program initiatives. The first recipients of this
Award will be recognized at the NAMSCIMSI Annual Meeting Banquet in Levis,
Quebec in October.
The IMSI also continues to administer the Lynn Reynolds Memorial Leadership Award and the Golden Maple Leaf
Award.

Upcoming IMSI Meetings

The upcoming IMSI Board of Directors
Meeting and the IMSI’s Annual Meeting will be held on Sunday October 22nd
and Monday October 23rd respectively
at \ the Four Points Sheraton Hotel in
Levis,Quebec. These meetings are being
held as part of the NAMSC-IMSI Annual
meeting Convention. Information regarding the NAMSC-IMSI
Annual meetings, including the
Registration Form, can be accessed on the
IMSI website: www.internationalmaplesyrupinstitute.com
For further information, contact
Dave Chapeskie, Executive Director,
IMSI.
18
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all types that requires mental flexibility and
constant can-do attitude for as long as each
day/night/day lasts.
Are sugarmakers at risk of death
if they mess up—like some of these
crazy mountaineers climbing straight up
mountains covered in one big sheet of ice?
I do not want to start rumors about a high
mortality rate of sugarmakers during the
maple season, but physical dangers do exist and are felt every year.
Lastly, I need to address how the
maple producer‘s state of mind (sanity)
might qualify maple syruping as an extreme
sport. Surely, trying to turn maple sap from
more than a few thousand trees into syrup
without the help of reverse osmosis and
other modern technologies might be considered insane. Remember, the reduction ratio
is 40–50 gallons of sap to one gallon of
syrup. For a grove of red maples, this ratio
is about 70–80 gallons of sap to one gallon
of syrup. Wow! That’s a long day and night

and day and night of boiling!
Making maple syrup does not
require even a tinge of insanity. I would
say it necessitates, rather, a remarkably
profound passion (that shares a border
with insanity!! haha).
I believe that maple syrup producers
are among the most passionate group of
people I have met. The passion they show
for their work is undercurrent to every conversation I’ve had with them. The industry
jokes that a sugarmaker catches a sugarmaker’s disease somewhere in the first few
seasons because she starts by tapping five
or ten trees and then keeps expanding until
she has five or ten THOUSAND.’
The best way to offer insight into this
passion is to describe the joy I regularly
find in every season making maple syrup. It
starts many months before February in the
build-up to the new season.
My tubing crisscrosses the sugar and
red maples on hillsides around our town.
The trees know me. During winter’s freeze
and slumped sun the trees rest, happy with
their decision to drop their leaves months
before. I look at the calendar and think,
“Well, it should be warming up soon,” but
what really gets my blood flowing is the
sun getting stronger—undeniably—each
day. The cold temps ALWAYS give in to
the rising sun. The freezing weather and
intensifying sun are a prerequisite for the
movement of maple sap in the tree that
starts every new season.
The warming temps of spring awaken the trees and I begin to get to work.
It’s a frenzy of activity, never enough
hours in a day. I race to eke out a living
in this small slice of time. There are only
twenty to forty nights and days during this
window when the nights still freeze at the
end of winter.
Between setting taps, cleaning tanks,
repairing lines, running pumps, and firing
the evaporator I figure that during a single
season I complete more than 10,000 discrete tasks. I’m not exaggerating. And I’m
a small operation.
Maple Syrup as an
Antidote to Modern Living
More than any industry that I’ve been
involved with, the work of making maple
syrup is done by people who love the
continued on page 20

FSMA for Farmers: Do the New
Food Safety Laws Apply to You?
June 13, 2017
By Krista Garver
The Food Safety Modernization Act, aka FSMA [pronounced
fizz-ma], is a large piece of legislation aimed at ensuring the
safety and security of the U.S. food supply.
Most of FSMA focuses on companies that run food processing facilities, like Kraft Heinz and Hershey’s. But some of
the rules do affect farmers — in particular, farming operations
over a particular size. Wading through all of the regulations can
be daunting. In this article, we’ll look at the two rules of most
interest to farmers and help you understand whether they apply
to you.
Note: If you grow food just for you and your family, none of
these rules apply. FSMA is only for food intended for sale in
the United States.

Preventive Controls for Human Food Rule
This rule probably doesn’t apply to you.
The first rule, which started to come into effect late last
year, is the FSMA Final Rule for Preventive Controls for Human Food. This rule specifically targets food facilities, and as a
farmer, you probably don’t need to worry about it.
According to the FDA, a food facility is any facility that
manufactures, processes, packs, or holds food for consumption in the United States. Farms, defined as a “physical location
devoted to the growing of crops, the harvesting of crops, the
raising of animals (including seafood), or any combination of
these activities,” are exempt from the rule.
Farms are allowed to perform certain processing activities
without being considered a food facility. They can:
• Pack or hold raw agricultural commodities.
• Pack or hold processed food as long as it’s consumed on the
farm.
• Manufacture/process food as long as it’s consumed on the
farm.
• Manufacture/process food to be consumed elsewhere as
long as those activities are limited to:
o Drying/dehydrating raw agricultural commodities to create a distinct commodity (e.g., drying grapes to produce
raisins) and packaging and labeling the dried products
without further processing (e.g., slicing).
o Treating the raw agricultural commodities to manipulate
the ripening (e.g. treating produce with ethylene gas)
and packaging and labeling the treated products without
further processing.
o Packaging and labeling raw agricultural commodities
without further processing.
As you can see, most typical farm activities are exempt
from the Preventive Controls Rule. Unless you do a lot of
further processing of food intended for consumption off of the
farm, this rule doesn’t apply to you.

Produce Safety Rule
This rule might apply to you.
The FSMA Final Rule on Produce Safety covers farms
that grow, harvest, pack, or hold produce for human consumption. It establishes “science-based minimum standards” for food
safety, including provisions about water quality and biological
soil amendments.
However, not all farms that participate in these activities
need to comply with the rule. There are three main exemptions:
• You grow produce that’s not usually consumed raw. The rule
targets foods that are usually consumed raw. For example,
if you grow apples, grapes, herbs, or peppers, the rule applies (see the full list of covered produce here). On the other
hand, if you grow food that is not usually consumed raw,
like rhubarb, cranberries, potatoes, and turnips, the rule does
not apply (see the full list of exempt produce here). You also
don’t have to worry about the rule if you grow food grains
(e.g., oats, wheat, rice).
•

You send your produce for further processing. If you sell
your produce to a processor for further processing (rather
than to the public at large), you are exempt.
• You sell less than $25,000 worth of produce annually. Your
revenue is determined based on a three-year average. If you
averaged less than $25,000 in sales over the past three years,
you are exempt from the rule.
If you’re not exempt based on the criteria above, you may still
be eligible for a qualified exemption if both of the following
conditions apply:
• Your food sales average less than $500,000 per year. This
isn’t just produce sales — it’s all food sales. So, if you make
pies or jams with your berries, this revenue is included in
the total. Again, the sales are calculated based on a threeyear average.
• The majority of your sales (i.e., at least 50.1%) must be to
local “qualified end users.” A qualified end user is either the
consumer of the food or a restaurant or retail establishment,
located not more than 275 miles away.
If you have a qualified exemption, you still have to meet
certain modified requirements, including disclosing where the
food was grown and keeping documentation.
Let’s look at a few scenarios to help clarify.
Scenario 1: CSA
You run a CSA in your community that delivers weekly food
boxes to 100 customers in a nearby city. This is the only channel you use to sell your produce and your sales total $400,000
per year.
You are eligible for a qualified exemption.
Your sales are less than $500,000 a year and they are all to
qualified end users. You don’t have to comply with the full rule,
but you do need to meet the modified requirements.
Scenario 2: Seasonal farmers market
You grow seasonal crops, including greens and herbs, which
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you sell once a week at the local farmers market. You average
about $20,000 in sales per year.
You are exempt.
Since your annual sales are less than $25,000, your farm isn’t
covered under the new rule.
Scenario 3: On-farm market
You grow crops year-round in large hoophouses that you sell
at a market located on your premises. In addition to your fresh
fruits and vegetables, you sell fresh eggs, honey, and cheese.
You also make and sell jams and a variety of baked goods. Once
a week, you take your products to a farmers market, where
you’ve gained quite a following for your pepper jams, which
you also sell online. Your annual revenue from fresh produce
alone is $250,000, and when you add in the other products, the
total is just under $600,000.
You must comply with the rule.
Even though your produce sales are only $250,000, the rule applies to you because your total food sales are above $500,000.
______________________________
We hope this helps! If you still aren’t sure if the rules apply to
you, download this flowchart (in its entirety) from the National
Sustainable Agriculture Coalition.

Produce Rule?
The Produce Rule
sets standards for
farms that grow,
harvest, pack, or
hold produce
for human
consumption.

Do you grow, harvest,
pack or hold
produce (e.g. fruits,
vegetables)?

FSMA

NO

You are likely
NOT covered
by the
Produce Rule

YES

Is any of the
produce you
grow and sell
usually
consumed raw?
See footnote (1)
for produce lists
to help you
decide.

NO,
I sell it

Is it only for
personal
consumption?

YES

NO,
none

YES,
all/some

You will likely
need to comply
with at least
some portions of
the Produce Rule see Part 2

Do you sell
≤ $25,000/yr
(3 yr avg)
of produce?

NO, I
sell more

YES

You are likely
exempt from
compliance
with the
Produce Rule

(1) Examples of produce usually consumed raw: lettuce,
apples. Access the lists of covered and non-covered produce
here (Note that the list of non-covered produce is exhaustive,
and all other produce is considered covered.):
http://bit.ly/usuallyraw
http://bit.ly/rarelyraw
special requirements not addressed here. Sprout growers
should visit the Sprout Safety Alliance for more information:
http://www.iit.edu/ifsh/sprout_safety
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Making Maple Syrup is an Extreme Sport

continued
weather, the woodland, who love the trees, and who love the
annual ritual of turning sap into syrup. (And love customers too!
Thank you.)
And among the many reasons I make maple syrup is that
it seems to cancel out the complete abstraction that modern
living has become. There’s no sitting behind a computer. I can’t
pull up to the drive-thru to put food in my belly.
The feverish activity that starts with each spring thaw demands so much of my human capacities—physical fitness, mental
endurance, close observation of complex systems, problemsolving skills, common sense—that despite the difficulty I am
re-energized. I have purpose, and not just among the machines.
Making maple syrup is an inspiration that I pray rubs off
on my kids. I believe maple can be a way forward, not purely a
reflection of our past..

Research on the
Health Benefits of Maple Syrup
Continues to Show Promise
The potential health benefits of maple syrup were addressed in a
recent issue of National Geographic To discover the medicinal
secrets of maples, the author, Cheryl Lyn Dynas, talked with
biochemist Navindra Seeram of the University of Rhode Island
in Kingston, Rhode Island. Seeram is conducting research on
plants’ bioactive properties. Amid bubbling beakers in his lab,
he offered an in-depth look at the medicinal benefits of maple
syrup in particular and maple trees in general.
When asked if maple syrup could counteract or cure
metabolic syndrome or diabetes, Dr. Seeram said that “it won’t
cure metabolic syndrome or diabetes. But its unique ‘cocktail’ of
minerals, vitamins, amino acids, organic acids and phytochemicals [plant chemicals] may work against the inflammation linked
with, for example, type-2 diabetes. Among sweeteners, I believe
that maple syrup is a healthier choice than refined sugar. However, like everything else, it should be consumed in moderation...
There are also indications of beneficial effects of maple compounds on Alzheimer’s, possibly by counteracting neuroinflammation. And it is not only maple syrup, as Seeram added: “We’re
expanding from maple sap and syrup to studies of other parts of
the tree, such as using leaves
in brewed teas, and bark as a
spice like cinnamon. Compounds in almost every part
of a maple tree show promise
in fighting disease.”
All this potential is exclusive to the northeast east
corner of North America, in
what we call the maple belt.
Note: Individual sugarmakers are prohibited by the
FDA and FCC from talking
about (on labels, websites, at demonstrations or in any other
marketing material) the health benefits of maple syrup

Can Pure Maple Syrup Help Reduce
Chronic Inflammation?
First-ever Global Symposium Convenes to Review
Latest Science on Natural Sweetener
News provided by Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers
Apr 03, 2017
SAN FRANCISCO, April 3, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- The first-ever
global symposium, solely dedicated to sharing the latest scientific
discoveries on the potential health benefits of 100% pure maple
products from Canada, took place on April 2 in San Francisco
at the 253rd annual meeting of the American Chemical Society
(ACS), the largest scientific society in the world. At the symposium, entitled “Chemistry and Biological Effects of Maple Food
Products,” scientists from around the world shared the results
of their research that expands the science of maple’s potential
impact on several areas affected by chronic inflammation. These
include metabolic syndrome, brain health and liver disease, as
well as maple's emerging link to a healthy gut microbiome.
The global symposium was organized by Dr. Navindra
Seeram, who currently serves as chairman of the Division of Agricultural and Food Chemistry of the American Chemical Society.
Dr. Seeram has extensive experience examining the impact of
phytonutrients in foods such as berries and pomegranates. In collaboration with the Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers,
Dr. Seeram has been studying the unique properties of maple in
his laboratory at the University of Rhode Island since 2009. The
results of his research stimulated the interest of the global scientific community, which has uncovered additional health benefits
of pure maple products.
A new University of Rhode Island study, highlighted at the
symposium, revealed the presence of inulin, a type of carbohydrate
recently discovered for the first time in maple syrup. Inulin is a
complex carbohydrate (natural dietary fiber) that acts as a prebiotic
and works to encourage the growth of “good” or beneficial bacteria
in the gut. Inulin joins the other beneficial polyphenols, vitamins
and minerals already identified in pure maple syrup. This latest
discovery could allow maple to be classified as a functional food.
In addition, a new study conducted on animals, also
revealed at the symposium, focused on the beneficial effect of a
symbiotic (prebiotic and probiotic) maple sap drink in recovering
gut flora balance, which can be lost for several reasons, including
treatment with antibiotics.
“A healthy gut, with a balance of beneficial bacteria, helps to
stimulate and support a healthy immune system. A healthy immune
system, then, can help protect the body against chronic inflammation,” said Dr. Seeram. “Chronic inflammation has been shown to
have a potential link to brain conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease. As such, this research provides additional information linking
pure maple syrup, a unique natural sweetener, to brain health.
However, additional animal studies, along with eventual human
studies, would be required to confirm these initial findings.”
This year, two newly discovered additional compounds
with antioxidant properties and potential health benefits have
been identified in the lignan family, bringing the total count of
known phytonutrients in maple products to 65. This may help
support discoveries made over the past few years on the inherent

properties of maple syrup from Canada that comes directly from
the sap of the maple tree, making it an all-natural product with
unique health benefits. Discovered in 2011, a unique, polyphenolic molecule in maple syrup, Quebecol1, and one of its analogues
(isoquebecol, recently synthesized), have demonstrated that it
significantly decreases the production of inflammation mediators.
“The 7,500 Quebec-based maple producers are committed to pursuing funding of new research to help further identify
the positive health impacts of pure maple,” said Serge Beaulieu,
President of the Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers.
“This is why we have chosen to work with Dr. Seeram along with
other researchers. Dr. Seeram's tremendous experience studying
the impact of phytonutrients in plants and fruits has propelled
maple research since he began studying the natural sweetener in
2009. There is still much to discover about maple's health benefits, and the scientific community has only uncovered the tip of
the iceberg. We will continue to allocate resources to research on
maple products to discover its impacts on the human body.”
Inflammation is a normal part of a healthy immune response, and is a biological process that helps heal injury and fight
infection. When inflammation becomes uncontrolled or chronic,
it plays a role in exacerbating a variety of health-related issues.
There are several ways to help prevent and combat chronic inflammation. A diet rich in foods that contain polyphenols, such as
green tea, red wine, fruits and vegetables – and potentially pure
maple syrup from Canada – may be beneficial for supporting a
healthy immune system.
The Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers does
not promote an increase of sugar consumption. When choosing
a sweetener for moderate use, it appears that 100% pure maple
syrup from Canada has more healthful compounds compared to
some other sources of sugar.
About the Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup
Producers and Maple Products from Quebec
The Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers (FPAQ)
was founded in 1966. Its mission is to defend and promote the
economic, social and moral interests of some 7,500 Quebec
maple businesses, as well as to develop initiatives that collectively market the products that flow from Quebec's 44 million taps.
The quality work of these maple producers has made Quebec the
source, on average, of 72 percent of the world's maple syrup production and 90 percent of Canada’s maple syrup output. Together,
Ontario, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia contribute the other 10
percent of Canadian production.
FPAQ proudly promotes the reference brand Maple Products from Quebec in addition to coordinating the international
promotion and value creation of Canadian maple products on
behalf of Canada's maple industry. In this capacity, the FPAQ
leads and directs the research efforts of the Réseau international
d'innovation des produits d'érable du Canada.
MEDIA CONTACT: Blake Mirzayan, 804-675-8195
blake.mirzayan@padillaco.com
1 Li, L., & Seeram, N. P. (2011). Quebecol, a novel phenolic
compound isolated from Canadian maple syrup. Journal of
Functional Foods, 3(2), 125-128.
SOURCE Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers
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Does Sugar Removal Impact Trees?
fails to fully capture how trees balance the current needs for NSC
with potential future needs. Some evidence suggests that allocation
of NSC to storage may even be in direct competition to allocation
M.L. Isselhardt, T.D. Perkins, and A.K. van den Berg University of
to growth (4). If this is the case, then higher NSC concentrations
Vermont, Proctor Maple Research Center
might actually be an indicator of tree stress. Some recent work suggests that rather than a simple, single pool of storage NSC, there
W hen a discussion about maple sugaring turns to modern, high
may be both fast and slow cycling NSC pools (Figure 1) (5). Fast
vacuum sap collection or climate change one question arises frecycling NSC pools may be used first (think of this as a checking
quently, does tapping injure maple trees? Unfortunately, that simple
account that is used to pay daily expenses). Under this model,
question can’t be answered easily. Two main issues relate to the
reserves from slow cycling pools (more like a long-term savings
sustainability of maple sugaring; tree wounding and sugar removal.
account) are only used if needed, such as when photosynthesis or
In other words, does a tapped maple tree grow more wood than is
NSC in fast pools are insufficient to cover immediate needs (6).
compartmentalized (functionally “removed” by the tree’s normal
Other questions about
wound response process) each year
the production and use of
and/or does sap collection take more
NSC in trees also remain
sugar from the tree than can be readunanswered. For example,
ily replaced through photosynthesis?
it is not known how much
These two issues, although separate
allocation of NSC to growth
in some respects, are inextricably
comes at the expense of
intertwined. At the University of
other critical functions such
Vermont Proctor Maple Research
as establishment of cold
Center, one component of a recently
hardiness and resistance to
initiated, comprehensive re-examinadecay. Additionally, it retion of tapping guidelines is a longmains unknown how much
term study focusing on the growth
of the reserve NSC stored
aspect of this question (funded by the
within the tree are truly
Chittenden County Maple Sugaravailable for use. It is posmakers Association and the Vermont
sible for a tree to die with a
Agricultural Experiment Station).
sizeable portion of its NSC
The goal of this 5–10-year study is to
untouched. Given these
determine whether gravity or highFigure 1: Movement of nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC) in
gaps in even our basic unvacuum sap collection impacts stem sugar maples tapped for syrup production. Fast cycling NSC
derstanding of tree carbon
growth compared to untapped trees. pool (<1year old) experiences wide annual fluctuations related
relations, it should come
This article will therefore leave the
to metabolic demand for critical processes. Slow cycling NSC
as no surprise that the state
question of tree growth and woundpool (>1year old) represents stored NSC and accumulates
of the science as it relates
ing for another time and focus instead proportionally with tree growth. Question marks illustrate gaps
to how NSC removal in
on issues related to sugar removal.
in knowledge as to which pool (or what mix of pools) contributes
maples during the sugaring
Sugar maples, like all trees,
the NSC to maple syrup production. Adapted from Richardson et
season impacts tree heath is
convert solar energy into chemical
al. 2013.
nearly completely lacking.
energy (sugar) through the process
It is important to
of photosynthesis. Trees allocate
understand that when NSC is removed during sugaring (in the
some of that energy to nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC), essenform of sucrose-enriched xylem sap) is at the end of the dormant
tially soluble sugars and starch. Soluble sugars, such as sucrose,
period. Trees have used stored NSC to maintain living tissue
are the “active” form of NSC, which are used for various physiduring the winter and need to mobilize additional NSC to fuel
ological functions such as growth, reproduction, cold tolerance,
the growth of the stem, roots, and a new canopy of leaves. The
defense, and respiration(1). Any excess NSC is stored as starch,
size of the pool of stored NSC can therefore be considered a fixed
which is the primary reserve compound for trees.
quantity until after the time of bud break. After that time, even
The balance of soluble sugars and starch is dynamic
partially-expanded leaves can become net producers of NSC (7).
throughout the year and fluctuates depending on whether the tree
That is not to say that this early period of growth is not critical,
is actively growing, dormant, or in the transition between these
just to say that there is a finite length of time where NSC pools
two states. Allocation to storage has historically been considered
are drawn from without replenishment. It is estimated that mature
a passive process; trees put more into storage when production of
trees contain enough NSC to reflush the canopy of leaves several
NSC exceeds the immediate demand (2). Wood NSC concentratimes (8). This apparent abundance of NSC may in fact be part of
tion has largely been assumed to be an indicator of tree health (i.e.
trees long term survival strategy when faced with catastrophic but
trees with higher wood NSC concentrations must be comparatively
rare stresses (fire, ice storm, etc.) (9).
healthier than individuals with lower concentrations) (3). Questions
Equally important to understand is that as a tree grows its
remain, however, whether or not this model is too simplistic and

A Complex Question To Answer
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storage capacity also grows. This can best be illustrated in early
work by University of Vermont maple researcher J. L. Hills, who
estimated that sugaring (gravity sap extraction of around 2.75 lbs.
syrup/tap) removed somewhere between 4-9% of a small trees
total NSC (10). Hills multiplied the concentration of starch and
sugars in a portion of wood by the allometric volume of a small
tree (around 8” diameter) to estimate the tree’s total available
NSC. This percentage [of NSC removed] drops dramatically
as trees get larger in size. Conversely, the percentage would be
larger if modern equipment and practices are used, up to 20%
of the small tree’s total reserves. However, Hill’s calculation
assumed all NSC present throughout the entire tree was available to the sugarmaker or to the tree itself. Without knowing how
much of the NSC is available to both sugarmaker and tree alike,
the answer to the question of sustainability will include some
uncertainty. Given the lack of clear and convincing evidence to
the contrary it is reasonable to assume that even high vacuum
sap extraction does not remove enough NSC to be considered an
acute stress to the tree as long as tapping guidelines are adhered
to and an otherwise healthy tree does not face additional stresses
such including a fully suppressed canopy, prolonged drought or
repeated defoliation. To what degree the annual removal of NSC
by maple producers, perhaps in combination with other stresses
(chronic or acute), could impact the overall health of trees will
also remain unknown for the time being.
Originally published in The Maple Syrup Digest October 2014,
Vol. 26A(3): 6-9
Notes:
1. Kozlowski, T.T. 1992. Carbohydrate Sources and Sinks in Woody
Plants. The Botanical Review 58: 109-184.
2. Chapin FS, Schulze ED, Mooney HA. 1990. The ecology and
economics of storage in plants. Annual Review of Ecology and
Systematics 21: 423–447.
3. Körner, C., Asshoff, R., Bignucolo, O., Hättenschwiler, S., Keel, S.,
PeláezRiedl, S., Pepin, S., Siegwolf, R. and Zotz, G. 2005 Carbon Flux
and Growth in Mature Deciduous Forest Trees Exposed to Elevated
CO2. Science 26: 309 (5739), 1360-1362.
4. Silpi, U., Lacointe, A., Kasempsap, P., Thanysawanyangura, S.,
Chantuma, P., Gohet, E., Musigamart, N., Clement, A., Ameglio, T. and
Thaler, P. 2007. Carbohydrate reserves as a competing sink: evidence
from tapping rubber trees. Tree Physiology 27: 881-889.
5. Richardson AD, Carbone MS, Keenan TF, Czimczik CI, Hollinger
DY, Murakami P, Schaberg PG, Xu XM. 2013. Seasonal dynamics and
age of stemwood nonstructural carbohydrates in temperate forest trees.
New Phytologist 197: 850–861.
6. Carbone, Mariah S.; Czimczik, Claudia I.; Keenan, Trevor F.; et al.
2013 Age, allocation and availability of nonstructural carbon in mature
red maple trees. New Phytologist 200:4. Pg. 1145-1155
7. Keel, S.G. and Schädel 2010. Expanding leaves of mature deciduous
forest trees rapidly become autotrophic. Tree Physiology 30: 1253-1259.
8. Hoch G, Richter A, Korner C. 2003. Non-structural carbon
compounds in temperate forest trees. Plant, Cell & Environment 26:
1067–1081.
9. Sala A, Woodruff DR, Meinzer FC. 2012. Carbon dynamics in trees:
feast or famine? Tree Physiology 32: 764–775.
10. Hills, J. L. 1904 Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
104, The Maple Sap Flow. Pg. 219 Burlington: Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Maple Syrup Value of Production
New Record High in Vermont
CONCORD, NH --- The 2016 Vermont maple syrup value of
production totaled $59.7 million, up 28 percent from the previous season and a new record high, according to Gary Keough,
State Statistician of the USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics
Service, New England Field Office.

The 2017 Vermont maple syrup production totaled, 1.98
million gallons, second highest production on record. The number of taps is estimated at 5.41 million. This is up 12 percent
from the 2016 total and the largest number of taps since 1935.
Yield per tap is estimated to be 0.366 gallon, down 11 percent
from the previous season. The 2016 Vermont average price per
gallon was $30.00, down $3.00 from 2015. The value of production and average price per gallon of the 2017 production will
be available in June 2018.
Producers were encouraged to tap earlier this season by
the warmer than normal temperatures. The earliest sap flow reported was January 1 in Vermont. On average, the season lasted
46 days, compared with 44 days in 2016.
Vermont’s Ag Secretary, Anson Tebbetts adds “Vermont's
Sugar Makers work hard to make the sweetest natural sugar in the
world. We thank the public for including Vermont maple in their
morning coffee, pancakes and fresh fruit. Love their support.”
Vermont has led the US in the number of maple taps every
year since 1916 and was only outproduced in 1926 and 1918.
Vermont typically tapped between 5.5 and 6 million trees prior
to 1935 but declined to around 1.5 million in the 1960’s. In 2003
Vermont tapped 2.12 million trees and has been steadly increasing that number to the 5.41 million in 2017. Annual production
prior to 1935 was typically between 1 million and 1.4 million
gallons. This dropped to around 200,000 to 300,000 gallons in
the 1970’s. Since 2003 Vermont’s maple syrup production has increased from around 500,000 gallons to almost 2 million gallons.
###
NASS provides accurate, timely, and useful statistics in service
to U.S. agriculture. We invite you to provide occasional feedback
on our products and services. Sign up at http://bit.ly/NASS_
Subscriptions and look for “NASS Data User Community.”
USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer and lender. To
file a complaint of discrimination, write: USDA, Director, Office
of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Ave., S.W., Washington, D.C.
20250-9410 or call (800) 795-3272 (voice), or (202) 720-6382
(TDD).
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Mike Smith
Maple Syrup Producers Association
of Connecticut, Inc.
71 Newton Turnpike
Weston CT 06883
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Red Squirrels Know

the branch on its upper side, turned to its
lower side, and while upside-down it cut
Some years ago, I rented a beautiful, old
a groove through the bark, which exposed
stone house with a sun porch overlooking
the wood. Then the squirrel cut another
a flower garden, a hay field and the Ottawa groove beside the first, turned, and ran up
River. Tall trees grew along the fence line. the tree. The grooves were about as long
While eating breakfast on the porch
as my hand, as wide as a finger, and three
on a sunny day in March, I watched a
fingers apart.
red squirrel run down a sugar maple tree
As I continued
my breakfast,
I
Cornish
Ad.qxp_Layout
11:56
AM Page
1
toBAS
its lowest
branch,
which curved up.1 7/17/17
wondered how to interpret what I had obThe squirrel then ran a short distance up

served. I had seen a squirrel who definitely
had a purpose. I was baffled by what I had
seen—why the squirrel had chosen to run
so far just to cut grooves, why it cut them
on the underside of the branch, and why it
cut two grooves.
About twenty minutes later, the
squirrel surprised me. It ran down the tree
and up the same branch. It stopped when it
continued on page 5

One Source for All Your
Maple Sugaring Needs

Supplies - Equipment - Expertise
Maple Syrup for Sale

Bascom Maple Farms
56 Sugarhouse Road
Alstead, NH 03603
Phone 603-835-6361
Fax 603-835-2455
www.bascommaple.com
sales@bascommaple.com

